COMPASSION
EXCELLENCE
COMFORT
FAMILY
DIGNITY
HOSPICE

“Everyone deserves three things in life: A good birth. A good life. And a good death”

VINCENT MAIDA, M.D.

LIVE UNTIL
YOU DIE:
A SPECIAL
KIND OF
HEALTHCARE
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Imagine a place where the trappings of everyday life scatter like leaves in the
wind. A compassionate place, where all who enter are welcomed and cared for,
whoever they are, whatever their circumstances. A comfortable place, where
pain is diligently kept at bay to make space, and time, for whatever brings joy.
In this place, if you are facing a life-limiting illness, your illness does not define
you. You define you. What counts is your personality, not your pathology. Your
unique outlook, beliefs and preferences. Your family and friends. This place is a
celebration of life. Your life.
Imagine visiting your loved one in this place. Your loved one is in the centre of
a circle of care, and as an important member of this circle, you are supported
and cared for as well. In this place everyone matters, and laughter is the best
medicine. This place is a hospice. This care is hospice palliative care.

This is the better ending we all deserve.
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DYING
IS PART
OF
LIVING
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As we die we are still the same person we have always been. Our story goes on,
even as we write the last chapter. No matter what we believe happens next, sooner
or later we all have to face the certainty of our common mortality. Questions will
arise: What is a good death? Will it be comfortable? How will my family cope?
Who will help us navigate the unknown? What matters most, in the end? Answers
can be hard to find.
Although when asked most of us say we would prefer to die at home, the
reality is that a majority of Canadians currently die in hospitals, which are
ill-equipped to respond to our deeply human hope that when we die it will peaceful,
comfortable, and dignified, surrounded by our loved ones. If it is not yet our turn,
and it is a family member or dear friend that is leaving us, we hope that we, too,
will be comforted in our grief.

“You matter because you are you, and you matter to the end of your life.
We will do all we can not only to help you die peacefully, but also to live until you die.”

DAME CICELY SAUNDERS, NURSE, PHYSICIAN, WRITER, AND FOUNDER OF THE HOSPICE MOVEMENT (1918 - 2005)
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A MATTER OF...
A ‘GREY TSUNAMI’
There is an urgent need to transform end-of-life care in Vaughan. By 2020 there
will be 40% more deaths per year than in 20031. The need for palliative and
end-of-life care in Ontario is about to grow dramatically.
The City of Vaughan has long been underserved in terms of access to vital healthcare services close to home.
With this “grey tsunami” looming on the horizon, Vaughan’s outlook is particularly concerning:
• By 2034 the number of seniors in Ontario is expected to double
• Vaughan is one of the most rapidly growing cities in Canada
• Palliative care clients from Vaughan typically die in hospital 		
		 outside of our community
• As they count down their final days, those seeking residential
		 hospice care must leave our city

THERE WILL BE

2020 40%
BY

MORE DEATHS/YEAR THAN IN 2003
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1 Source: Canadian Hospice Palliatice Care Association

CANADIANS WHO DIE IN HOSPITAL3:

70%
RESIDENTIAL PALLIATIVE CARE
BEDS IN VAUGHAN:

ZERO

DEATH AND LIFE
A SYSTEMIC GAP
As Canadians we are proud of our healthcare system, but most people would
agree that our current system does not adequately meet our end-of-life care
needs. Increasingly high-tech hospitals are primarily focused on curing the sick,
not on tending to those with a life-limiting illness.
In his March 2016 Palliative and End-of-Life Care Provincial Roundtable Report2, MPP John Fraser noted the difficulty
Ontarians face accessing palliative care. At a time when people are vulnerable, stressed and in need of support they
are forced to navigate an inconsistent, frustrating patchwork of services:
• Access to care is limited by geography, availability, rigid 		
		 admission requirements, and communication breakdowns
•
		
		
		

Poor planning and lack of palliative care knowledge may result in
invasive tests or treatment plans to extend life at all costs (rather
than prioritizing patient comfort and dignity) or in distressing
“eleventh- hour” moves between facilities 				

• Patients and families, often ill-informed, receive mixed messages
		 about “what’s best”, leaving them struggling to cope with painful
		 life-and-death decisions
• Acute care hospital beds and superfluous tests and treatments
		 consume already stretched healthcare dollars

VS

$460
COST/DAY
IN HOSPICE

H

$1,100
COST/DAY IN AN ACUTE-CARE3
HOSPITAL BED

2 Fraser, John, Palliative and End-of-Life Care Provincial Roundtable Report, March 2016
3 Office of the Auditor General of Ontario, Annual Report 2014
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FAMILY MATTERS
The person dying is almost never the only one affected by their illness and death.
Family and dear friends are as well. There is an URGENT need for more services and
support for families.
While most would agree palliative care services available in a hospital setting are inadequate, the situation for family
caregivers is arguably even more challenging. Many Ontarians want to stay in their homes for as long as possible, and for
those that do, family members usually shoulder the majority of their care. Caregivers can be isolated and unsure of how
to best care for their loved one. Extended family and friends, not knowing what to say or do, may keep their distance.
Information can be confusing, piecemeal, and hard to find. Too many people suffer needlessly because doctors and
families do not know how to best serve people who are dying. Perhaps saddest of all – children facing the loss of a close
family member are especially vulnerable, as are families faced with the death of a child.
Whether or not they are caring for their loved one at home, families need practical, emotional and spiritual support as
they live through this difficult time, both before and after loss. We can, and must, do better.

“Visiting and volunteer palliative care
services can greatly improve patients’
quality of life and provide
much-needed relief for families.”

PROVINCIAL ROUNDTABLE REPORT
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THE SHROUD OF SILENCE
In our culture death is often hidden, and most people try to
avoid the subject. The time has come to promote a better
understanding of hospice palliative care-supported natural
death by bringing it out of the shadows and into the light.
The stakes are just too high to put it off for another day. To create a better ending for all
of us, we need to start the conversation. It won’t be easy, but we only need to look at how
talking about cancer has evolved in recent years. Not long ago most people could not
even say the dreaded word, let alone discuss the disease openly. Today, from pink ribbon
campaigns to viral videos, the stigma is gone. The same goes for mental health issues, which
are now discussed openly. Talking about and planning for death is preferable to closing our
eyes to it, and presents many benefits. Having Advance Care Planning conversations with
our loved ones and learning about hospice palliative care-supported natural death can bring
comfort and dignity to us rather than fear of the unknown.

“Death is universal, and happens to us all. Do not be timid in talking about reality.”

VINCENT MAIDA, M.D.

HOSPICE PALLIATIVE CARE

FASTFACTS

• HPC focuses on living well until the end, NOT just on dying
• HPC is for people of all ages, from infancy to adulthood. Adults in their prime also die
• Palliative care can be offered in MANY places, including hospitals, long-term care facilities, and in your own home
• HPC extends to family members, caregivers, and friends experiencing grief and loss

A NEW HOSPICE
A NEW CENTRE
Devoted to helping our residents live fully until they die, Hospice Vaughan is
opening the door to a better future. We are building a state of the art facility
that will include a 10-bed residential hospice, family support and bereavement
services, visiting hospice services and facilities to conduct research and educate
healthcare professionals on palliative care best practices.
Our new home will be a hub for the delivery of Hospice & Palliative Care. We will foster innovation in order to bring
more comfort and dignity to people living with a life-limiting illness and those who love them. We will offer research,
knowledge translation, training and educational opportunities for healthcare and other professionals. We will strive to
continuously improve palliative care to impact end-of-life care in Vaughan and beyond.

OF EXCELLENCE
“This facility will be world class. It’s going to have great staff. It’s going to have great spirit. It’s going
to represent the very best of what this community has to offer. Now it’s time to roll up our sleeves and
bring positive change to people’s lives. And I know we can do it by working together”

MAURIZIO BEVILACQUA, MAYOR OF VAUGHAN

10 Residential Beds

Caring Hands
Day Hospice Program

In-home Respite Volunteer
Visiting program

Hospice Vaughan will serve as a
filling a significant health

Psychosocial and spiritual
counseling services for
patients and family
members
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Bereavement
counseling for family
members

Inter-professional Institute for
research and knowledge
translation

Integration with key
community partners
(i.e. Mackenzie Health)

Community Outreach

hospice palliative care service hub,
gap in our community

Inter-professional
Educational Institute
(MD’s, Nursing, Support
Workers, volunteers)

Consultative support for
Long Term Care Homes
and the Community
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WE WILL...
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FOR PALLIATIVE CLIENTS

FOR FAMILY & CAREGIVERS

We will bring the very best in compassionate care to

We will be there for family and friends in their time of

those facing a life-limiting illness. As their home away

need. Coming to Hospice Vaughan will be a very different

from home, Hospice Vaughan will welcome our residents,

experience than visiting someone in the hospital. Family

their family and friends. Diversity, personal beliefs, and

members are also freed from extensive caregiving

preferences will all be celebrated. Each resident will have

responsibilities, allowing them to focus on their loved one.

their own private light-filled room featuring comfortable

With a full-service kitchen on site, entering the hospice to

furnishings,

landscaped

the aroma of cookies baking would not be unusual. Music

courtyard, and accomodations for family members

may be playing softly in someone’s room. In another, a

wishing to stay overnight. For those being cared for at

resident may be resting with his toddler on the pull-out

home, our visiting interdisciplinary team will bring them

bed. Another may have had her bed wheeled out into

and their family members the very best in medical,

the courtyard to enjoy the sunlight with her friends. Kids

emotional and spiritual support with enhanced homecare

may be letting off steam in the Children’s room. Family

services. Ambulatory palliative clients will be welcomed

members grieving the loss of a loved one will be offered a

to our expanded Caring Hands Day Program.

full range of customized therapy and counseling services.

a

view

of

the

beautifully

FOR PROFESSIONALS

FOR THE COMMUNITY

We will serve as a palliative care hub for York Region.

We will start the conversation. Talking about death and

The Hospice Vaughan Centre of Excellence will provide

dying is difficult for most of us. This stigma is largely

professionals

educational

rooted in our fear of the unknown. Our goals as a Centre

resources. Knowledge translation, access to research,

of Excellence will be to educate, help change attitudes,

and professional events will all foster a collaborative

and create dialogue in our community. We will promote

atmosphere and create better patient outcomes. The

this cultural shift through public outreach efforts, by

Centre of Excellence will promote a cultural shift in how

participating in community events targeting specific and

healthcare professionals talk about palliative care - using

hard-to-reach communities, and by working diligently

jargon-free language when talking about death and dying

to become an authoritative voice on hospice palliative

so patients and families can make better informed crucial

care. We are confident that as people become aware of

care decisions. Our model of care - tending to the whole

the benefits hospice palliative care can offer their own

person and their loved ones as they navigate the end-

family and friends, they will want to tell everyone they

of-life journey - will provide new tools to professionals in

know that this special place will be there for all of us in

their approach to death and dying.

our time of need.

with

new

training

and
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THE
HEART
OF
VAUGHAN
ANTONIETTA LOOKS FORWARD TO COMING TO
OUR CARING HANDS DAY PROGRAM EVERY WEEK
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For over two decades, Hospice Vaughan has been providing compassionate palliative services
and soothing grieving hearts in our community. Palliative clients receive home visits by one
of 120 specially-trained Visitor Volunteers. Clients who are able to join us look forward to our
weekly Caring Hands Day Program at our Woodbridge facility. Grief counseling programs
provide bereaved parents, spouses and children with customized support.
At the helm of our organiztion, our Executive Director oversees day to day
operations and ensures we comply with the highest of professional standards.
Our Board of Directors, comprised of prominent community members and
professionals, is passionately committed to building the Hospice Vaughan of
the future. Dr. Vincent Maida, a world-renowned specialist in Palliative Medicine
and tireless advocate for patient-centered care sits on our Board of Directors.
Hospice Vaughan is fortunate to have his steadfast vision to guide us as we

DR. MAIDA

rise to the challenge of meeting our community’s growing needs.
Since opening our doors to our friends and neighbours in 1995, we’ve known the Vaughan
community is special. Thanks to our generous donors, we have been able to offer our twelve
core programs free of charge. We have the firm support and confidence of Mackenzie
Health, local and provincial government, influential community members and businesses.
The time has come to build something amazing.
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FATHER.
SURVIVOR.
TONY’S
STORY
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“If I hadn’t come to Hospice Vaughan I would still be in this
deep black hole. I lost a son about fifteen years ago. I was
seeking help for many years, joining different types of general
support groups, and it really didn’t help. If anything it made me
even more angry, because I could never relate to their grieving.
Then I heard that Hospice Vaughan had a group for parents
who had lost a child. I joined this group and it was like a breath
of fresh air. It was just incredible. It still helps me to survive,
every day. As soon as you come in the door of this hospice - the
door is open. You really feel their heart and soul to really care
for the people when you walk through this door”
TONY MEFFE

MELISSA’S
STORY
“In February 2014, just three weeks after the birth of our baby girl Francesca, my husband Joe was diagnosed with an
inoperable brain tumour. He immediately underwent chemotherapy and radiation for six weeks. We found ourselves in a
whirlwind–completely overwhelmed with what was happening. My husband could no longer play with our two-year-old
son Michele or hold our baby girl. He was shattered. I tried my best to keep a positive attitude but I was slowly unraveling.
Shortly after, my husband was in palliative care, unable to walk. Up until then, I had been the primary caregiver for my
husband and our two children. I was feeling desperate and scared, and I realized that I could no longer do it alone. That’s
when I received a call from Hospice Vaughan, reaching out to us to ask if we needed any help, and they assigned Jahona,
a wonderful, kind and nurturing volunteer who came to our home and played with our children. My husband and I also
received psychotherapy and spiritual support.
Hospice Vaughan is necessary and valuable. We must continue to support this organization. They were there for my family at a
time when we were most vulnerable. Their kindness and support is a strong example of what it means to be part of a community.
The services they provided were fundamental in ensuring my husband and children were well cared for”
MELISSA MARTELLI
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OUR GOAL: $10M
HELP US BUILD IT
10 BEDS. 25000 SQ FT
PALLIATIVE CARE
TRANSFORMED

“The provincial government has committed over a

What could be a greater tribute to a loved

million dollars annually to support Hospice Vaughan’s

one that has passed than helping bring the

ongoing operations. Hospice Vaughan will be

new Hospice Vaughan to life? What would

phenomenal for our community”

be a greater legacy than building a haven
of peace and comfort for those facing their
STEVEN DEL DUCA, M.P.P. VAUGHAN

final days in this world?

Vaughan is a proud, generous, family-oriented community of builders and
visionaries. We know how to roll up our sleeves and get the job done. We will work
together and give from the heart to make the new Hospice Vaughan a reality,
Together, we will transform palliative care.
Because we all deserve a better ending.
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“When you learn how to die, you learn how to live.”

MORRIE SCHWARTZ

hos·pice
noun: hospice; plural noun: hospices
1. a home providing care for the sick, especially the terminally ill

31 Woodbridge Avenue
Woodbridge, Ontario, L4L 2S6
T (905) 850-6266

www.hospicevaughan.com

